Tellurium Q ® Power

Power

High performance power
cables to complement your
system
Available in all three Tellurium Q® families of
sound.

Ultra Blue Power Cable
Product code: UBU-PWR

The Ultra Blue Power cable is a star performer and you will
find that it can be mixed into your system with the Black
power cable, as they have been designed to complement
one another. Being particularly beneficial for the front end
equipment such as DACs, leaving the Black to deal with the
drivers such as your integrated amps, power amps and mains
conditioners etc.
An all round star performer for the price.

Ultra Silver Power Cable
Product code: US-PWR

Even cleaner, more focused and more agile sound than the
award winning Black power cable with more precise bass
definition and top end. Equipment sounds like there is more
headroom and energy in the music.
New cable architecture, including enhanced double layered
screening, have allowed a leap forward in performance.

Options: Available with either Shuko (EU), US, AUS or UK
power connectors.

Black Power Cable

“Tellurium Q is on the intriguing path of discoveries that resulted
in an array of cable products that are pushing the art further.
The Ultra Silver cable is certainly a great alternative among
power cable offerings How to combine all the technical
requirements along with subjective demands, in one organic
fashion, is a mystery to me. However, some audio designers
just seem to get these things right and some...they just don`t.
Tellurium Q certainly joins the former, that I can assure you.
After the burn-in phase it begun to show its strengths in many
areas. A bit closed-in sounding before break-in but completely
relaxed, open and transparent after the initial phase, It certainly
brought a greater sense of unimpeded energy flow than some
other power cables from the batch. Building on a strong and
firm bass fundament, the lower midrange was seamlessly
integrated into this picture, possessing weight, power, control
and natural harmonic structure (tonal colors). The vocal range
was free of any overly exposed sibilants but still very open and
clear. The treble region was exceptionally smooth, transparent
and resolute.”
- Matej Isak, Mono & Stereo

Product code: BK-PWR

The Black power cable is something of a star performer across
all hifi equipment. Being the grown up big brother of the Blue
power cable, which was the power cable of the Year 2012
in HiFi World, you can imagine that it does everything that
the Blue does but just that bit better. Again, like all our cable
products, it improves with burn in - sometimes as a step change
in performance in the case of the Black power cable.

Options: Available with either Shuko (EU), US, AUS or UK
power connectors.

Having been designed and built from scratch, not an adapted
OEM product, this truly gives a power performance that your
equipment will appreciate.

Options: Available with either Shuko (EU), US, AUS or UK
power connectors.
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